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Tool Wrap (National 5) 

You will need:  

 0.5m of main fabric (quilting cotton is a good guide to ideal weight) 

 38 x 21cm heavy fusible interfacing (tailoring canvas or similar) 

 18cm standard zip 

 10cm of elastic  

 22mm self covering button  

 2m of 25mm bias binding (this could be made from the main fabric) 

 Matching thread 
 

Instructions 

Image  Instructions 

  
Place the pattern pieces onto 
the main fabric. Pin the pattern 
pieces in place and cut out the 
fabric.  
 
Re-use template 1 (marked 
‘Outer’) to cut the fusible 
interfacing. 
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Image  Instructions 

 

 
Take fabric pieces 2 and 3 
(inner and inner extension).  
Fold and press a 1.5cm lay on 
the right-hand short side of the 
inner (2). 
 
Repeat on the long straight 
side only of the inner extension 
(3).  
 
Please note: the seam of the 
jeans was removed to make it 
flatter and easier to work with.  

 

 
Line up the folded edges of the 
fabric to the teeth of the zip.  
 
Attach the fabric to the zipper 
by tacking, pinning or using 
soluble quilters tape. 
 
Now machine stitch the zip in 
place.  
 
Please note: the picture shows 
both tacking and soluble tape 
being used but only one of 
these techniques is required.  
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Image  Instructions 

 

 
Flip the fabric away from the 
zip seams, leaving the zip tape 
and seam allowance showing.  
 
Take the pocket bag (4) and 
align the short edges to the zip 
tapes.  
 
Stitch in place.  
 

 

 
Repeat previous step (shown 
above) to the other side. 
 
 
Stitch in place. 
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Image  Instructions 

 

 
Fasten the zip.  
 
Smooth the pocket bag towards 
the extension (curved edge) 
and press.  
 
Trim away the excess fabric 
which sticks out beyond the 
curve (blue line shown in 
photo).  

 

 
Apply the fusible interfacing to 
the back of the combined piece 
you have just created. 
 

 

 
Take the tool pocket (5). Turn 
and press a 1cm lay then a 
1cm hem along the long top 
edge. 
 
Stitch in place.  
 
Turn and press a 1cm lay on 
the right-hand short edge. 
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Image  Instructions 

  
Use a removable marking 
method such as chalk or 
erasable pen to mark the 
stitching lines, this will create 
the channels for the tool 
pocket.  
 
Please note: we didn’t do this 
on the pattern as candidates 
may want to vary widths, 
depending on what they will be 
using the tool wrap for.  
 
Now stitch the channel lines in 
place, remembering to  
back-tack for strength. 

 

 

 
Take the facing piece (6).  
 
Take a 40cm piece of bias 
binding, and place on the right 
side, along the two short sides 
and bottom edge opened out.  
 
Pin in place and then stitch 
along the crease. 

 

Turn the bias binding over and 

slip stitch the other edge in 

place. 
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Image  Instructions 

 
 If candidates intend to decorate 

their facing, it is easier to do it 

at this stage.  

 

 
Place the facing on the inner 

1.2cm from the left-hand edge 

and pin or machine baste in 

place.  

Place the inner and outer with 

the wrong sides together. 

Open out the bias binding, turn 

one end under and pin in place 

with one raw edge lined up to 

the raw edges of the tool wrap.  

Add elastic at the white line, 

folded in half and facing the 

middle of the tool wrap. 

Stitch in the crease line. 
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Image  Instructions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fold the bias binding over and 

secure in place by stitching ‘in 

the ditch’. 

Fold the elastic over itself so 

that it is facing out and 

overstitch it for strength.  

 
 Lay the last piece of the bias 

binding along the long end and 

match the raw edges. Stitch in 

place. 

Fold over binding and neaten 

the edges. 

Then either stitch in the ditch or 

slip stitch closed.  

 

 
Make your self-covered button  
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Image  Instructions 

 

Fill the tool wrap and roll it up 

to see where to place the 

button. Use a tailor’s tack to 

mark the position and stitch the 

button firmly in place. 

Trim any loose threads and 

give a final press.  
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Finished item 
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